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hello1
For over 50 years, LAND Leather has been operated
and ran by the Iszler family. Through this dedication,
we believe we have established, at our core, the most
important aspect of a successfully run business;
taking care of our customer's as our family. By
investing in one of our beautiful leather goods, you
aren't just purchasing a high quality leather good that
will last you a lifetime; you're investing in a belief that
our customers, not our items, are what make us one
of a kind.

Our products, as they have always been, are
manufactured in Colombia, South America with the
exception of some smaller collections.

From everyday adventures to extraordinary journeys,
we believe in handcrafting the finest leather goods to
accompany you on all your adventures. Our full and
top grain leather, hand-casted solid brass hardware,
one of kind water proof linings and high strength
stitching uphold our promise of uncompromised
quality and craftsmanship.

LAND Leather and the Iszler family continue to honor
the beliefs and love of leather our founder Jimmey
always shared and we continue to stand behind each
LAND Leather good produced and sold around the
world today.



So what exactly do we do? We're makers of leather
bags and accessories designed with your passions
and adventures in mind. Leather companions that will
only get more beautiful as they age alongside you and
build their own unique story as you have done so
throughout your life. Our customer service is
unmatched and our leather goods are all made with
the highest quality materials we can source and
backed by our "no non-sense" lifetime guarantee that
covers any and all manufacturing defects. There is no
catch. We don't need to see your proof of purchase.
We don't need you to be the original owner. We just
need you to be a customer. We're in this for the long
haul.

We only use Colombian full-grain and top-grain

leathers hand selected for our leather goods. 

The majority of our hardware is solid brass made in

our very own foundry from recycled metals.

Our lining was uniquely designed for us and is

tearproof and waterproof for the unexpected

moments in life.

We use high strength stitching and YKK and EKA

zippers for premium quality.

We back our items with a lifetime guarantee against

all manufacturing defects.

BEHIND THE SCENES

how we work
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https://www.landleather.com/pages/guarantee


CAPRETO COLLECTION
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ITEM:

NAME:

SIZE:

18100

One Handle Hobo

12x11x5

ITEM:

NAME:

SIZE:

18101

Two Handle Tote

14¼x11x5¼

ITEM:

NAME:

SIZE:

18102

Eve Tote

12½x12¼x6

ITEM:

NAME:

SIZE:

18103

East West Tote

12x8½x5¾

ITEM:

NAME:

SIZE:

18104

Ladies Tri-fold

7½x4¼

ITEM:

NAME:

SIZE:

18105

Ladies Zip Around

7¾x4


